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A Comparison of Urban and Suburban School Decision Makers’ Needs - What Should 

Cleveland Metroparks Zoo Offer to Increase Class Visitation? 
 

Abstract 

 

Despite our achievements the United States lags behind other nations in science, 
technology, engineering and math (STEM) education at the elementary and secondary 
levels (Holdren, J.P., et. al., 2010).  This is at odds with the goals of Cleveland Metroparks 
Zoo of increasing the Cleveland area students’ abilities in inquiry and their understanding 
and involvement in conservation.  The Zoo aims to be a leading regional advocate and 
facilitator for inquiry-based science learning, but sadly the number of students that visited the 

Zoo on a field trip has dropped each year from 92,800 in 2006 to 77,977 in 2009.  As a result, 
the Zoo conducted a survey of urban and suburban school administrators to determine 
how we might better share expertise and promote inquiry-based science resources within 
schools and to answer the question, ““Will a greater number of urban or suburban school 
decision makers who have not taken their class on a recent field trip to Cleveland 
Metroparks Zoo express interest in scheduling a future field trip.” 1679 surveys were 
distributed to school officials in 13 counties, with 118 being returned.  The predominant 
deterrents for all schools were lack of funds for admission and transportation.  Teachers in 
suburban schools also felt that additional communication about the Zoo’s programming 
would be beneficial.  A greater number of suburban school officials (53%) would consider 
taking their class to the Zoo verses a smaller number of those in an urban school setting 
(39%) as was predicted. 
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A Comparison of Urban and Suburban School Decision Makers’ Needs - What Should 

Cleveland Metroparks Zoo Offer to Increase Class Visitation? 
 
 

        Despite our achievements the United States lags behind other nations in science, 
technology, engineering and math (STEM) education at the elementary and secondary 
levels (Holdren, J.P., et. al., 2010).  This is at odds with the goals of Cleveland Metroparks 
Zoo of increasing the Cleveland area students’ abilities in inquiry and their understanding 
and involvement in conservation.  The Zoo aims to be a leading regional advocate and 
facilitator for inquiry-based science learning, but sadly the number of students that visited the 

Zoo on a field trip has dropped each year from 92,800 in 2006 to 77,977 in 2009. Numbers 

bumped up a bit in 2010 to 80,610, and we are being proactive in hopes of returning our fieldtrip 

visitation to what it once was.  Inquiry-based learning asks students of all ages to seek answers 

through investigation, observations and comparisons, and communicate new knowledge with 

others in a variety of formats.   What better place for both students and teachers to become 

inspired in this area than the Zoo, where education, research and conservation are our business?  

From the beginning, the Zoo saw both the recently opened exhibit, African Elephant Crossing 

(AEC) and the new masters program for educators “Advance Inquiry Program” (AIP), as 

opportunities to rethink and retool Zoo programming toward inquiry-based learning.  Pilot 

testing of the AEC elementary program and teacher development suggested that although the 

Zoo's newest inquiry based curriculum is aligned with the State of Ohio standards, closer 

communication with schools will ensure these resources are properly understood and used to 

their full potential (Corr 2010, Korhnak 2010) . The Zoo also learned in pilot testing the new 
inquiry program that it has a challenge to find ways to encourage many teachers and 
administrators to embrace inquiry. The Zoo can be the place for students to get their 
introduction to inquiry and for teachers to see how engaging it can be.  First – we have to 
get them to the Zoo.   
        Over the course of the last few years, when the drop in field trip attendance has been 
discussed among the informal science educators in northeast Ohio (most of whom are 
seeing a drop, although a smaller drop than the Zoo is experiencing), they express a 
number of potential reasons.   The decrease in school visitation to zoos and museums in the 
past few years was assumed to have been a result of tightening school budgets and 
increased pressure to meet mandated testing standards.  However nobody in the Cleveland 
area had actually studied the dip in school attendance and nor had they established what is 
keeping the classes away. 
        Existing studies by Kisiel (2005) and Falk and Dierking (2000) look at motivations that 
comprise teachers’ agendas when leading school field trips to museums and ways in which 
school and families use informal science institutions respectively.  In trying to establish if 
the Zoo was missing an important component that educators would look for in a field trip 
Storksdieck’s work (2001) was reviewed.    He communicates that teachers felt content 
preparation before going on a field trip was beneficial.  Alternately, he felt that teachers 
will often not engage in follow-up activities after a field trip.  This has been what the Zoo 
has experienced.  For that reason preparation materials are now available for teachers 
before a field trip, but little effort is spent on developing follow-up activities.  Storksdiek  
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also mentioned that additional research is needed so on teacher perspectives so informal 
science institutions can better meet the teachers’ needs.  No review can help establish what 
the Zoo needs to if, if anything can be done, to increase its inquiry and conservation school 
program audience.  An original survey was needed to discover why teachers are NOT 
bringing their classes to Cleveland Metroparks Zoo, and what could motivate them to 
include a trip into their curriculum.  
        As a result, the Zoo conducted a survey of urban and suburban school administrators to 
determine how we might better share expertise and promote inquiry-based science 
resources within schools. Using results and advice from the survey, Zoo staff  hopes to offer 
new programs to area educators in 2012.  The survey’s goal was to benchmark current 
attitudes among area urban and suburban school decision-makers (mainly principals) 
toward the Zoo's school programs and inquiry-based learning, and determine how the Zoo 
might better help area educators' meet performance challenges by increasing the 
participation in Zoo field trips and programming.  
        For the purpose of this assignment, the question that was asked was, “Will a greater 
number of urban or suburban school decision makers who have not taken their class on a 
recent field trip to Cleveland Metroparks Zoo express interest in scheduling a future field 
trip.” 
         The predicted answer is that more non-user decision makers from suburban school 
systems will express interest in scheduling field trips than urban.  This is because suburban 
schools presumably have more flexibility due to larger budgets than urban schools (Anyon, 
2003). 
 

Methods 

 
        Babbie (1973) outlines basic research methods that could have been used in the 
survey.  SurveyMonkey has taken those methods and even the analysis of the data to a 
simple level that was appropriate for this study.   
  
         A cross sectional survey (Appendix A) was written and disseminated, using 
SurveyMonkey, to all school principals and superintendents of schools in Cleveland and 
two  counties from Cleveland in all directions.  A total of 1679 surveys were distributed to 
school officials in 13 counties (Table 1).   
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Table 1 Number of Surveys Disseminated by County 
 

        The link to the web based survey was 
included in an email to each of the recipients.  
The email addresses were obtained from the 
Ohio Department of Education Website, copied 
into an excel chart, imported into Cleveland 
Metroparks Outlook program into a distribution 
list, which was subsequently used to distribute 
the email (Appendix B).    
        Demographics were captured including 
school system, city, state, zip code, private or 
public school distinction, and if they had taken 
their students to the Zoo in the past 2 years.   
Multiple choice with an option of comments and 
open ended text questions were used.  
        The results from the urban teachers, urban 
principals, urban superintendents’ 
administrative assistants, suburban teachers, 
suburban principals and suburban 

superintendents’ administrative assistants were compared (Appendix C). These groups 
were further broken down into those who have brought their students to the Zoo and those 
who have not.  Finally, the reasons for the groups not using the Zoo were compared, and 
the potential for them to schedule a field trip based on the cost and number of changes that 
they would require.  Only those changes that are under the Zoo’s control, and are feasible 
were considered in answering the question – would more urban or suburban decision 
makers take their students to the Zoo on a field trip. 

 
Results 

 

        A total of 118 surveys were completed, a 7% response rate.  Forty were from urban 
schools, 57 were from suburban schools and 21 were from rural schools (table 2).  Sixty-
eight (58%) of those respondents had not visited the zoo within the last 2 years on a field 
trip (Table 3).  Suburban superintendents and teacher’s aides were not among that 
number. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

County Number of Surveys 

Distributed 

Ashland 28 
Ashtabula 35 
Cuyahoga 614 
Erie 45 
Geauga 42 
Huron 41 
Lake 84 

Lorain 
Medina 
Stark 
Summit 
Trumbull 
Wayne 
 
Total 

142 
67 
166 
235 
114 
66 
 
1679 
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Table 2 
Respondent School Category 
 

 
 

Table 3  
Nonusers by School Type 
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        Suburban principals and assistant principals stated most often (66% of the time) that 

they had not scheduled field trips at the Zoo due to lack of funding.  The suburban, non user 

teachers stated varying, but different reasons, with the fact that their focus is not well 

covered in Zoo programming communicated more often than any other answer. Eight of 

those same 13 teachers, when asked,” What changes would most improve our service to 

schools?” mentioned that greater communication or more information about what the zoo 

offers would be an improvement .  Of the 16 urban responders that had not visited the zoo 

within two years 13 of them stated that lack of funds is what keeps them away.  Seven 

specifically mentioned that they couldn’t afford transportation. 

        Both urban and suburban nonuser respondents’ comments that Zoo programs taking 

place in the school, not at the zoo would be the ones they would most likely schedule, if any, 

in the future.  That was also the most common response when looking at combined 

respondents’ comments (table 4). 

Table 4 

     Which of thWhich of thWhich of thWhich of the following programs/acte following programs/acte following programs/acte following programs/activitiesivitiesivitiesivities    if offered by Cleveland Metroparks Zoo would you strongly consider if offered by Cleveland Metroparks Zoo would you strongly consider if offered by Cleveland Metroparks Zoo would you strongly consider if offered by Cleveland Metroparks Zoo would you strongly consider 
scheduling with your students?scheduling with your students?scheduling with your students?scheduling with your students?    

  

In which category does In which category does In which category does In which category does 
your school/system fit your school/system fit your school/system fit your school/system fit 

best?best?best?best?      

Answer OptionsAnswer OptionsAnswer OptionsAnswer Options    UrbanUrbanUrbanUrban    SuburbanSuburbanSuburbanSuburban    RuralRuralRuralRural    
Response Response Response Response 
PercentPercentPercentPercent    

Response Response Response Response 
CountCountCountCount    

A self guided field trip to the Zoo using activities available via 
the internet on a resource center for teachers at $5.00 per 
student(transportation not included). 

10 20 11 34.7% 41 

Career Day at the Zoo for high school students at $45 for Zoo 
members. 

2 9 4 12.7% 15 

An overnight at the Zoo focusing on wildlife research and 
wolves at $38 per person. 

6 4 1 9.3% 11 

A teacher workshop at the Zoo focusing on African Elephant 
Crossing - including a loaner kit with biofacts and activities 
connecting to the State Science Standards at no charge. 

12 20 4 30.5% 36 

A wide variety of distance learning programs (video 
conferences) for one class at a time for 45 minutes 
(connected to OH State Science Standards) at $80 per 
program. 

5 17 6 23.7% 28 

A 45 minute program and animals at school focusing on 
elephants and challenges when animals and people compete 
for habitat and sustainable living for one class at $60. 

14 19 5 32.2% 38 

A wild animal show at the school gym or auditorium featuring 
animals for the Professor Wylde Show (including flying birds) 
at $225. 

15 23 12 42.4% 50 

None of the above 
11 6 2 16.1% 19 

answered questionanswered questionanswered questionanswered question    118118118118    
skipped questionskipped questionskipped questionskipped question    0000    
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           Among the 19 teachers who responded that they had not brought a class to the zoo in 

the last two years, there was very little overlap in answers to the question, “What services 

could we offer that would make it worthwhile for you to schedule a class trip to the zoo in 

2012?”  (Appendix D).  Of the 12 principals and assistant principals that had not sent a class 

to the zoo in the last two years, eight of them stated that additional funding would be 

necessary for them to schedule a trip to the zoo, and four specifically stated that 

transportation cost was the predominant barrier. 

        Eleven of 18 urban nonusers and 14 of 30 suburban nonusers stated that they would 

not consider a trip to a zoo no matter what services we offered (Appendix E). 

Discussion 

 

        A higher percent of urban respondents (66%) have visited the Zoo with a class than 

their suburban (47.4%) or rural (4.8%) counterparts within the last two years.  This may 

seem out of line when reviewing the assumption that urban nonuser schools would be less 

apt to schedule a field trip in the future.  However, many of the urban schools who have 

been to the Zoo have been able to come at absolutely no cost to the students or school 

system thanks to the free admission to schools in Cuyahoga County and the free, although 

limited, transportation offered by the Zoo to those same school districts.  That free 

transportation, which addresses the predominant need stated by the majority of combined 

nonusers, is at capacity.  Currently thanks to the Cleveland Zoological Society and Cleveland 

Metroparks’ support, two busses travel daily to transport school children to and from the 

Zoo from their schools.  While the bus program is probably the main reason those urban 

schools are able to visit, no more schools can be added unless additional funding is 

attained.  In addition, unless policy is changed, and busses are made available to out of 

county schools, it may be difficult to attract additional non urban schools to the Zoo. 

        Looking past the cost of transportation, 61% of suburban teachers expressed that 

greater communication or more information about what the zoo offers would possibly 

make them schedule future Zoo field trips.  This response was no surprise.  The 

dissemination of this survey in itself was a way to educate school officials about what 

Cleveland Metroparks Zoo has to offer, and many of the respondents claimed to be 

surprised at the level of programming available.  In fact, many of the requests described by 

a number of nonusers are already offered or available at the Zoo for schools.  However, the 

Zoo’s budget for advertising is very low; hence we are not adequately informing our 

potential customers of our offerings. 

         Finally it is no surprise that schools would prefer Zoo staff to travel to the school and 

do programming for large groups of students.  The cost, even at $225, is low relative to bus 

expense for a full day.  Still, the full immersion and inquiry experience that ignites 
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excitement for science and inquiry is so much stronger if the student is taken out of the 

classroom and subjected to new activities that are available no place else.  Outreach is 

being offered to schools that can’t make it to the Zoo, but still the hope is that they will 

come to the Zoo. 

        In answer to the question, “Will a greater number of urban or suburban school decision 
makers who have not taken their class on a recent field trip to Cleveland Metroparks Zoo 
express interest in scheduling a future field trip,”   a greater number of suburban school 
officials (53%) would consider taking their class to the Zoo verses a smaller number of 
those in an urban school setting (39%).  This is just as was predicted. 
 

Action Component 
 

So, what will be done with this information that has been gathered for the first time?   

1) The curator of education has already met with the Zoo Society and Zoo leadership, 

and an effort will be made to increase the amount of scholarship funds available for 

low income school transportation to and from the Zoo. 

2) The structure of the current bus scholarship program will be reviewed, and likely 

modified, to include the ability for eligible schools to receive transportation 

vouchers made available through the Zoo Society’s Education Access Fund. 

3) The need for additional advertising and closer communication with schools has 

been clearly identified.  As a result, an educational marketing plan is being 

developed which includes brochures, post cards, rack cards, copy in the Zoo Society 

and the Cleveland Metroparks Magazines, eblasts, press releases, radio interviews 

and banners at the Zoo entrance.  In addition, Zoo education staff will schedule 

appointments with target school officials to personally discuss programming.  For 

this to be successful, the advertising budget will need to increase, therefore detailed 

requests for increases were submitted in the 2012 budget proposal. 

        In the end, if any of these identified methods of increasing school visitation to 

Cleveland Metroparks Zoo is successful, a greater number of students will have been 

touched with inquiry and science.  The long term goal is that the Zoo can play a greater role 

in the community preparing more scientifically literate decision makers, and that 

conservation action will at least be part of those decision-makers life. 
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Conclusion 
 

        Many zoos and museums have been asking the same questions over recent years.  Why 
is school group visitation dropping at my institution?  What would it take to get more 
teachers and classes to participate in our programs?  How do the needs of the urban school 
groups differ from the suburban school group?  The results from this study are anticipated 
by colleagues across the State, and I hope that they can benefit from them.   However they 
should be careful not to make the mistake of overgeneralization. Meyer (1998) cautions us 
not to generalize the results to others who are outside of the research population.  In some 
cases we should not assume that the school leaders in other parts of Ohio or the United 
States areas would respond to the same questions in the in the same manner. 
 
        However, we all need to work together to make a difference to elevate Ohio citizens’ 
understanding and achievements in science.  I hope this study will play even a tiny part in 
our realization of that goal. 
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Appendix A  
 
 

Cleveland Metroparks Zoo School Services Survey 
Exit this survey  

  

 
  

 

Current economic times are stressful for schools and for Cleveland Metroparks 
Zoo. Registration for field trips and school programming at the Zoo has decreased 
over the last 5 years, and we would like to know if you have needs we are not 
meeting. To help us better understand so that we can help please take about 10 
minutes to complete this form by Monday, November 6. Anyone who completes the 
form (including demographic information) will be entered into a drawing for a 
family Zoo membership. 

* 
1. What type of position do you hold at your school/school system? 

 Administrative assistant 

Principal or assistant principal 

Superintendent 

Teacher 

Teacher's aide 

Other (please specify)  
 
2. In which category does your school/system fit best? 

 Urban 

Suburban 

Rural 

* 
3. With which of the following types of schools/systems are you affiliated? 

 Cleveland Metropolitan School District 

Public school other than CMSD within Cuyahoga County 
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Public school outside of Cuyahoga County, within 60 minute drive of Cleveland 
Metroparks Zoo 

Public school further away than a 60 minute drive 

Private school inside Cuyahoga County 

Private School outside Cuyahoga County 

Secular school inside Cuyahoga County 

Secular school outside Cuyahoga County 

Charter school 

Home school 

Other (please specify)  
 
4. What is the maximum rate would you be willing to pay per student for your 

classes to have a SELF GUIDED (teacher) field trip to Cleveland Metroparks 

Zoo? 

 I would not pay any amount 
$1.50 
$3.00  
$4.00 
$5.00  
$8.00 
$10.00 

Other (please specify)  
 
5. What is the maximum rate would you be willing to pay per student for a 

SELF GUIDED (teacher), but Zoo STAFF DEVELOPED tour tying into Ohio 

State Education Standards? 

 I would not pay any amount 
$1.50 
$3.00  
$4.00 
$5.00  
$8.00 
$10.00 

Other (please specify)  
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6. What is the maximum rate per student would you be willing to pay for a 

Zoo STAFF GUIDED PROGRAM for your class tied into the Ohio State 

Education Standards? 

 I would not pay any amount 
$1.50 
$3.00  
$4.00 
$5.00  
$8.00 
$10.00 

Other (please specify)  
 
7. What do you like most about school-related services currently available 

from other informal science institutions (museums, zoos, science centers, 

parks)? 

 

* 
8. Which of the following programs/activities, if offered by Cleveland 

Metroparks Zoo, would you strongly consider scheduling with your students? 

 A teacher workshop at the Zoo focusing on African Elephant Crossing - 
including a loaner kit with biofacts and activities connecting to the State Science 
Standards at no charge. 

Career Day at the Zoo for high school students at $45 for Zoo members. 

A self guided field trip to the Zoo using activities available via the internet on 
a resource center for teachers at $5.00 per student.(transportation not included). 

An overnight at the Zoo focusing on wildlife research and wolves at $38 per 
person. 

A wild animal show at the school gym or auditorium featuring animals for the 
Professor Wylde Show (including flying birds) at $225. 

A 45 minute program and animals at school focusing on elephants and challenges 
when animals and people compete for habitat and sustainable living for one class at 
$60. 

A wide variety of distance learning programs (video conferences) for one class 
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at a time for 45 minutes. (connected to OH State Science Standards) at $80 per 
program 

None of the above 
 
9. What is the best way to inform you about programs offered for schools by 

Cleveland Metroparks Zoo? 

 Scheduled meetings 

Brochure 

Radio 

Newsletter 

Post card 

Other (please specify)  

* 
10. When was the last time you or an employee of yours approved/led a 

student trip to Cleveland Metroparks Zoo? 

 Less than 2 years ago 

Greater than 2 years ago 
For those whose classes have NOT visited the Zoo within 2 years please continue 
to the next question. 
 
For those who HAVE had classes visit the Zoo within the last 2 years, please skip 
to question number 14. 
 
11. If you have not scheduled a field trip to Cleveland Metroparks Zoo in the 

last two years, why haven't you? 

 
 
12. If you have not scheduled a field trip to Cleveland Metroparks Zoo in the 

last two years, what services could we offer that would make it worthwhile 

for you to schedule field trips to the Zoo in 2012? 
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13. If you are not likely to register for our school field trips or programs, 

why not? 

 Do not need a service like this 

Do not want a service like this 

Satisfied with competing services currently available 

Cannot pay for a service like this 

Not willing to pay for a service like this 
Other (please 

specify)  
 
14. What changes would most improve our service to schools? 

 

* 
15. What do you like most about Cleveland Metroparks Zoo in regards to 

school programming? 

 
 
16. Your contact information will be useful so that we can analyze whether 

there are trends based on location. Your personal information will not be linked 

to your particular answer in any way. 

 

Those who complete the entire form will be entered in a drawing for a family 

Zoo membership. 

Name:  

School System:  

Address:  

Address 2:  

City/Town:  

State: -- select state --
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ZIP:  

Email Address:  
Done
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Appendix B 
 

Dear Educational Leader, 

 

Cleveland Metroparks Zoo aims to be the foremost provider of lifelong learning experiences in 

Northeast Ohio and a leading facilitator for inquiry-based science learning. What better place for 

both students and teachers to become inspired in this area than the Zoo, where education, 

research and conservation are our business?  During strategic planning the Zoo saw both the 

recently opened exhibit, African Elephant Crossing (AEC), and the new Masters program for 

educators offered in conjunction with Miami University, “Advance Inquiry Program” (AIP), as 

opportunities to rethink and retool Zoo programming toward inquiry-based learning.  Pilot 

testing of the AEC elementary program and teacher development suggested that although the 

Zoo's newest inquiry based curriculum is aligned with the State of Ohio standards, closer 

communication with schools are needed to ensure these resources are properly understood and 

used to their full potential. The Zoo now offers these and other programs that introduce 
inquiry and real world challenges to both students and teachers. 
 
However registration for field trips and school programming at Cleveland Metroparks Zoo has 
decreased over the last 5 years, and we would like to know if you have needs we are not meeting. 

To help us better understand your needs please go to the link below, and take about 10 minutes 

to complete this form by Monday, November 6.  Your input is crucial to our success. 

 

Anyone who completes the form (including demographic information) will be entered into a 

November 20 drawing for a family Zoo membership (just in time for the holidays). 

 

http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/ClevelandMetroparksZooSchoolPrograms 

 

 

Thank you for assistance as we work hard to provide you what you need. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Vicki Searles 

Curator of Education  

Cleveland Metroparks Zoo 

3900 Wildlife Way 

Cleveland, OH  44141 

216-635-3354 
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Appendix C 
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Appendix D 

    
If you have not scheduled a field trip to Cleveland Metroparks Zoo in the last two years, what services could we offer that wIf you have not scheduled a field trip to Cleveland Metroparks Zoo in the last two years, what services could we offer that wIf you have not scheduled a field trip to Cleveland Metroparks Zoo in the last two years, what services could we offer that wIf you have not scheduled a field trip to Cleveland Metroparks Zoo in the last two years, what services could we offer that would ould ould ould 
make it make it make it make it worthwhile for you to schedule field trips to the Zoo in 2012?worthwhile for you to schedule field trips to the Zoo in 2012?worthwhile for you to schedule field trips to the Zoo in 2012?worthwhile for you to schedule field trips to the Zoo in 2012?    

  In which category does your school/system fit best?In which category does your school/system fit best?In which category does your school/system fit best?In which category does your school/system fit best?      

Answer OptionsAnswer OptionsAnswer OptionsAnswer Options    UrbanUrbanUrbanUrban    SuburbanSuburbanSuburbanSuburban    RuralRuralRuralRural    
Response Response Response Response 
CountCountCountCount    

  10 27 18 55 
answered questionanswered questionanswered questionanswered question    55555555    
skipped questionskipped questionskipped questionskipped question    13131313    

      NumNumNumNum----
berberberber    

UrbanUrbanUrbanUrban    SuburbanSuburbanSuburbanSuburban    RuralRuralRuralRural    Response TextResponse TextResponse TextResponse Text    CategoriesCategoriesCategoriesCategories    

1111        X 
make it easier to pre-buy tickets, offer behind the 
scenes tours for free like the Toledo Zoo does 

 

2222        X 
Cost and maybe tie in 1/2 with another Cleveland 
institute nearby to get the most of our time away. 

 3333        X something relating to the geography 
 4444      X   Send information to the school for fifth grade teachers 
 5555      X   Outreach Program 
 6666    X     Grants to assist with funding student admission 
 7777        X Reduce Cost 
 8888      X   I think the new elephant exhibition will attract visitors. 
 9999        X Free bus and/or free admission for classes to zoo and rainforest 

10101010      X   Relate it to high school math 
 11111111      X   Free programs since the school has to finance the actual trip itself 

12121212    X     

Group rates (which in know you already have) 
transportation options for schools in bordering 
counties 

 13131313        X come to the school for cheap programs 
 14141414        X Early bird discounts 
 

15151515        X 

It would be nice to have more offsite programs or 
maybe if you could work with AKRON ZOO to provide 
dual programming. 

 16161616      X   Perhaps you might be able to get a grant to pay for transportation. 

17171717      X   More field trip information available. 
 18181818      X   Topic-centered activities. 
 19191919      X   You are already doing it...by informing teachers about programs, etc. 

20202020      X   
I would be interested in having the students see what 
types of careers at the zoo involve math. 

 21212121        X Something Language Arts related. 
 

22222222      X   

My class would need behind the scenes tours.  From 
the marketing department, event planning, CEO of the 
CM Zoo...etc. 

 23232323      X   not sure, really..... 
 24242424      X   Financial assistance 
 

25252525        X 

Transportation costs.  Students pay for zoo tour.  We 
can not charge students for transportation, but we can 
have them pay for the zoo. 

 26262626      X   Grants 
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27272727      X   

We are currently working on a K-12 field trip plan... 
our goal is minimal repeat fieldtrips... we'd like to 
include at least 2 zoo trips between K-12. The cost 
prohibits us from any more than that. 

 28282828        X Your choices sound wonderful... 
 29292929        X Programs aimed at high school students 
 

30303030    X     

We would need to have a serious rate reduction on 
entry fee in order to put the amount of $ into bus 
expenses. OR could you offer bus transportation for a 
better price than the school district offers??? have 
you ever considered a busing service for field trips? 
With school districts strapped for funds, field trips are 
one of the first things to go. So...find the buses...and 
they will come!!! 

 31313131    X     tie directly with 5th grade curriculum 
 

32323232        X 

Content unavailable within 25 mile radius of our 
schools - other local wildlife programs can often meet 
Science standards without the longer trip to Cleveland 

 

33333333        X 
We would probably not be able to based on our 
current transportation issues. 

 

34343434    X     

The free Zoo bus helps a lot.  Availability of personnel 
to help plan inquiry activities for high school students -
- in-person meeting or phone conference. 

 35353535        X Keeping fee for trip affordable 
 

36363636      X   
Some organizations have been able to offer grants for 
transportation which has allowed us to attend. 

 37373737      X   Leap Day Programs 
 

38383838        X 

I would love to learn more about programs that you 
bring into the schools and programs that you offer for 
teachers at the zoo. 

 39393939    X     Grant opportunities to finance field trips 
 40404040      X   Art focus--with Victor Schreckengost's work. 
 41414141        X info and cost 
 42424242      X   Career exposure opportunity being offered 
 43434343      X   Programs that align to content standards. 
 44444444      X   Tie to state standards / OAA specific questions 
 45454545      X   information on services/classes offered 
 

46464646    X     
I need it to correlate with my high school math curriculum and 
stadards. 

47474747    X     A way to get funding and transportation. 
 

48484848      X   

Zoo speakers and activities specific to my grade level 
standards and curriculum. Behind the scenes 
activities and viewings. 

 49494949      X   needs to apply to my chemistry/physics curriculum 
 50505050      X   It has nothing to do with the zoo.  This is a district policy, 

51515151        X distance learning programs 
 

52525252    X     
A cheaper rate for our students so we could put more into getting 
there. 

53535353      X   

I believe it is already worthwhile.  We just need 
funding and transportation.  Maybe grant 
opportunities to help aid with the lack of local funding? 

 54545454      X   In-depth coverage of Ohio Academic Content Standards. 

55555555    X     I don't know how to get to the zoo without money. 
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Appendix E 

    
    

If you are not likelIf you are not likelIf you are not likelIf you are not likely to register for our school field trips or programs, why not?y to register for our school field trips or programs, why not?y to register for our school field trips or programs, why not?y to register for our school field trips or programs, why not?    

  
In which category does your In which category does your In which category does your In which category does your 
school/system fit best?school/system fit best?school/system fit best?school/system fit best?      

Answer OptionsAnswer OptionsAnswer OptionsAnswer Options    UrbanUrbanUrbanUrban    SuburbanSuburbanSuburbanSuburban    RuralRuralRuralRural    Response PercentResponse PercentResponse PercentResponse Percent    Response CountResponse CountResponse CountResponse Count    

Do not need a service like this 0 6 0 17.6% 6 

Do not want a service like this 0 0 0 0.0% 0 

Satisfied with competing services currently 
available 

0 0 1 2.9% 1 

Cannot pay for a service like this 11 8 8 79.4% 27 

Not willing to pay for a service like this 0 0 0 0.0% 0 

Other (please specify) 16 

answered questionanswered questionanswered questionanswered question    34343434    

skiskiskiskipped questionpped questionpped questionpped question    34343434    

       
NumNumNumNum----
berberberber    

UrbanUrbanUrbanUrban    SuburbanSuburbanSuburbanSuburban    RuralRuralRuralRural    Other (please specify)Other (please specify)Other (please specify)Other (please specify)    CategoriesCategoriesCategoriesCategories    

 
1111      X   Limited budgets-basically essentials 

2222    X     
Due to our high % of Economically Disadvantaged students we are not permitted to 
ask students for admission fees 

3333      X   Not a Science teacher. 
 4444      X   no program specific to mathematics so I would not get approval 

5555        X 
Sometimes these trips become cost prohibitive, especially with education funding 
cuts from the state. 

6666        X I would consider it if there was more information provided. 

7777      X   Lack of applicable programs 
 8888        X I am willing 
  9999      X   It would have to be tailored to meet the needs of learning business. 

10101010        X Not sure of funding- 
 11111111        X We could look at the zoos offerings for in school programs. 

12121212        X travel time is too long 
 13131313      X   I'm an art teacher--looking for Art focus. 

14141414    X     Need trip to be specific to a math standard 

15151515        X 
We have done other trips. We did a school wide- trip to the Science Center and can 
only do one trip a year 

16161616      X   If program was compelling enough, I would look for outside funding. 

 


